
Effect of Geography on Ancient Greece 

Chapter 4-1 



Greece is a 

peninsula that is 

covered by many 

mountains. 
 

Greek Geography 



It is located in the heart of the Mediterranean Sea. The Ionian Sea, 

Aegean Sea and Sea of Crete surround the mainland. 

Geography Continued…. 



Greece has very distinct geographic characteristics.  

 

Brainstorm some ways that geography affected the 

people of Greece and the development of the country.  

Effect of Geography on the Greeks 



➢ Rocky terrain made it difficult to farm 

➢ Divided the Greek people 

○ cities were isolated from each other 

○ lack of communication and cooperation 

○ saw themselves as independent cities with 

separate governments 

Effect of Mountains 



❖ With rocky soil that could not easily be farmed the 

people turned to the seas 

➢ Greeks became excellent fishers, ship builders, 

sailors and traders 

➢ These skills came from the Minoan Civilization 

Peninsula 



Central location on the Mediterranean allowed the 

Greeks to: 

● Trade with all parts of the known world 

○ booming economy along with gathering 

knowledge of other civilizations and spread their 

culture 

● Establish colonies to gather needed resources and 

spread their culture 

Location, Location, Location 



❖ First civilization in Europe that existed on the island 

of Crete 

❖ Made their wealth from trade 

➢ excellent shipbuilders and sailors 

❖ Extremely wealthy trading wood and crafts for gems 

and metals 

Minoans 





Advanced civilization that: 

❏ Had social equality including for women 

❏ Built elaborate palaces and homes for citizens that 

were as tall as five stories and some included 

simple plumbing with toilets 

❏ One of the first to have leisure time for citizens 

which included enjoying sports 

Minoans continued 



➔ Originally from central Asia, they conquered the 

Peloponnesus peninsula around 1900 B.C. 

➔ Built fortified palace on a hill surrounded by walls 

➔ Great warriors who also were skilled artisans: 

leathers, jars, bronze 

➔ Very advanced civilization 

Mycenaeans 



❏ Began trading with Minoans 

❏ learned ship building, sailing (navigating with 

stars and sun), and metal working 

❏ Earthquakes and fighting amongst the kingdoms led 

to civilization to collapse 

❏ A period known as the Dark Age followed 1100 B.C.-

750 B.C. 

Mycenaeans Continued 





➢ Trade was very limited which led to poverty 

➢ Farmers grew only enough for their families to survive 

➢ Over time, written language was forgotten along with 

the skills to make many important items 

Dark Age 



★ One positive did result in this: 

○ thousands of Greeks moved to the islands in the 

Aegean sea and to Asia Minor 

■ this spread the Greek culture and set up the 

possibility for future colonies 

★ The Dark Age ended when the Dorians brought 

advanced technology including iron tools and 

weapons to the area from the north. 

Dark Age Continued 



❖ Farmers began to produce a 

surplus again 

❖ Trade increased 

➢ led to Greeks rediscovering 

many lost skills 

➢ contact with the 

Phoenicians led to the 

development of the Greek 

alphabet with 24 letters: 

allowed for simpler writing 

Dark Age Continued 



● Lack of farmland and location in Mediterranean led to 

the creation of many colonies throughout the region 

○ colonies are settlements in a new area that keeps 

close ties to its homeland 

Greek Colonies 



Colonies did several things 

★Provided a place to send people as cities were 

growing crowded 

★Provided much needed food that could not be 

grown on the mainland 

★Was a market to sell goods made on the mainland 

★Enabled the economy of Greece to skyrocket as 

population rose and so did the demand for 

products 

★Perhaps most importantly, it spread the Greek 

culture 

Colonies continued 



A polis is a city-state that 

acts as an independent 

country 

❖ it includes a palace and 

surrounding 

countryside 

❖ each had an acropolis - 

fortified area on a hill 

that acted as a place of 

refuge and religious 

center 

Polis 



The agora was the open area at the bottom of the hill 

➢ this was the main marketplace 

➢ it was also the social center where citizens gathered 

to debate important matters 

 

Polis Continued 





Each polis varied in size and each had different rules 

and governments 

Citizenship in most city-states defined as native-born 

men who owned land 

Rights included: vote for leaders, pass laws, hold office, 

own property and defend themselves in court 

In return for these rights, citizens must: serve in 

government and fight as citizen soldiers 

Citizenship 



Hoplites 

❏ fought on foot 

❏ carried a round shield 

short sword and 9 foot 

spear 

❏ fought in formations 

known as a phalanx 

❏ superior warriors 

because they took pride 

in protecting their 

hometown 

Citizen Soldiers 












